SUNnDAYS • JuLy 1, 8 & 15, 2018
3PM • UH MĀNOA ART AUDITORIUM • FREE!

JULY 8 AGES 8+ • 100 MIN

Imagine That!

Erin, Owen, and the Loch Nest Monster
US/Animation/3 min. Scottish siblings swept off their father’s boat are swallowed by the Loch Ness Monster and brought to a magical land.

The Door
Spain/12 min. After his father passes away, Lucas moves into his grandparents’ house where an old door stirs his imagination. In Spanish with English subtitles.

Gypsy Tales/
The Fiery Red Snake
Hungary/Animation/8 min. A musical Gypsy boy seeks unconditional love; his closest family members are put to the test. In Hungarian with English subtitles.

Elena and the Shadows
Mexico/Animation/8 min. When Felix appears in Elena’s life, she learns how to access other universes, and that there is more to Felix than his visual impairments. No dialogue.

The Bake Shop Ghost
US/17 min. In a haunted bake shop, a determined young woman struggles to find the perfect recipe to satisfy a hungry spirit. Based on the best-selling children’s book.

Dreamweaver
US/Animation/6 min. Ashikahashi, the Spider Woman, teaches a Chiripewa girl suffering from nightmares to overcome her fears.

Two Balloons
US/Animation/9 min. Two lemurs navigate their dirigibles halfway around the world to a place where fate threatens their reunion.

Blows with the Wind
France/Animation/7 min. A scarecrow and a field mouse face a dilemma as he becomes more and more human. No dialogue.

MOM Got Eaten by a Demon
Spider
US/Animation/8 min. A wacky horror comedy from Oscar-nominated John R. Dilworth. Twin ‘goosies’ rescue their mom after she becomes possessed.


JUNE 24 AGES 3+ • 71 MIN

Adorbs!

Molang Animation/11 min. Molang is a joyful and adventurous rabbit who lives with his loyal friend Piu Piu, a little chick. Originally created by Hye-Ji Yoon; nominated for a 2016 International Emmy® Kids Award. MANHAK TO NCGSHUC ENTERTAINMENT.

SHijamajo and the Rainbow Oasis
Japan/Animation & Live Action/60 min. Shimajiro and his friends are touring inside the Dig-Bug robot when its inventor accidentally sends them drifiting to a desert far away. They meet a girl who can use their help. Interactive: children are given cardboard megaphones to cheer on characters! In English. MANHAK TO DIRECTOR FANNI HERBAMENTA.

Cicada US/Animation/4 min. A sweet cicada learns that being yourself is the most beautiful song of all.

Dino Dana – Mega Tooth
Canada/11 min. At the Aquarium, Dana tells her sister a story about a time-traveling sub that takes them on a journey to hunt the prehistoric Megalodon.

Lemon & Elderflower
UK/Animation/3 min. Two sibling hummingbirds need to solve their big problem: taking flight!

Someone Good Will Find You
US/9 min. A well-intentioned Chinese immigrant father tries to teach his son how to “make it” in America; the lesson learned transcends what the father intended.

Outside US/Animation/4 min. A lonely boy finds a strange creature in the woods; he must keep it a secret or risk losing his only friend.

Mogu and Perol
Japan/Animation/9 min. Whenever Mogu cooks, Perol pops up to eat. An unexpected quarrel starts between them. Minimal Japanese with English subtitles.

Rag Dolls
US/4 min. A child’s imagination runs wild when she discovers rag dolls in an old chest; for the dolls’ real-life doppelgangers, self-control is out of their hands.

Sunny and Gerd in Spring Cleaning
Canada/Animation/6 min. Sunny gets into a tight spot and Gerd rescues him with quick thinking and a little hacking. CORKY US/Animation/6 min. A corkscrew with a screw loose battles a giant glass bottle to uncork trapped magical lightning bugs.

Daisy’s Oracle
US/4 min. Before we knew that love was a choice, we relied on the power of the petal.

Freestyle
US/Animation/4 min. A playful pup encounters a basketball with a mind (and stomach) of its own.

Iron Hands
US/11 min. A girl tries out for the all-boys weightlifting team and makes a connection with the gym’s reclusive groundskeeper. In Mandarin, with English subtitles.

JULY 1 AGES 5+ • 75 MIN

12 Shorts Under 12 Minutes

Closing Event! The Boxcar Children: Surprise Island

“This is truly a delightful film for kids and adults will enjoy it too. It’s a story of caring and family.” —FAMILY CHOICE AWARDS

Based on the best-selling book series by Gertrude Chandler Warner; featuring voice talents Martin Sheen, J.K. Simmons, Griffin Cluck, Joey King, Dane DeHaan and more! Adventure abounds as the Alden children spend the summer on their grandfather’s island, where they meet a new friend with an amazing secret. MANHAK TO SHORT! FACTORY KIDS AND ALASKA AIRLINES.

Introduction and Q&A with Writer/Producer/Director DAN CHUBA in Person! Book prizes provided by publisher Albert Whitman & Company.

Dan Chuba served as Head of Production for Apogee Studios; Executive Producer for Pacific Data Images’ features division; and founder of Hammerhead Productions, where he produced digital images for the perfect recipe to satisfy a hungry spirit. Based on the best-selling children’s book.